Abstract: The application of the radial basis function neural network to greenhouse inside air temperature modelling has been previously investigated by the authors. In those studies, the inside air temperature is modelled as a function of the inside relative humidity and of the outside temperature and solar radiation. Several training and learning methods were compared and the application of the Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation method was found to be the best way to determine the neural network parameters. A second-order model structure previously selected in the context of dynamic temperature models identification, was used. The model is intended to be incorporated in a real-time predictive greenhouse environmental control strategy. It is now relevant to question if the model structure used so far, selected in a different modelling framework, is the most correct in some sense. In this paper the usefulness of correlation-based model validity tests is addressed in order to answer the question mentioned above. Copyright c ¤
INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of greenhouses is to improve the environmental conditions in which plants are grown. The aim of greenhouse environmental control (GEC) is to provide means to further improve these conditions in order to optimise the plant production process. The greenhouse climate is influenced by many factors, for example the outside weather, the actuators and the crop. Methods aimed at efficiently controlling the greenhouse climate environment must take these influences into account, and that is achieved by the use of models. Feed-forward layered neural networks (NNs) are widely applied in many fields of engineering to perform some type of non-linear data processing. In the fields of identification and modelling of non-linear
The input-output structures considered will be tested for prediction in NNs adapted on-line. The following section presents previous work on the modelling of the greenhouse inside air temperature using RBF neural networks. In the next three sections the correlationbased validation tests, the RBF NN and the employed design methods will be briefly reviewed. In section 6 the experiments will be explained. Results from these experiments and their discussion are presented in section 7 and finally some conclusions are drawn in section 8.
PREVIOUS WORK
The design problem being considered is to model the inside air temperature of an hydroponic vegetable production greenhouse as a function of the outside solar radiation and temperature, and the inside relative humidity. Previous work on this NN modelling task relied in an input-output model structure selected from Cunha et al. (1996) in the context of dynamic temperature models identification. This structure was selected by means of the Akaike information criterion (Akaike, 1974 ) where several hypothesis were tested and the best one chosen. It is a second order model with one delay from the outside solar radiation to the inside air temperature. The application of the RBF NN to greenhouse inside air temperature modelling has been previously investigated (Ferreira et al., 2000a) . This type of feed-forward NN is structurally simple and may be characterised by a nonlinear-linear topology in the parameters. Existing hybrid training methods already reflect this structure, as found on RBFs, but fail to fully exploit it on the minimisation of a single explicit training criterion. An algorithm based on unconstrained deterministic optimisation using Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) methods, which exploits this feature on the minimisation of a new training criterion (Ferreira and Ruano, 2000) has been proposed and analysed, and a strategy for its on-line application is also suggested (Ferreira et al., 2000b) . A comparison study (Ferreira et al., 2000b) where various off-line and on-line methods were considered revealed that the on-line LM method exploiting the separability of parameters achieved the best performance on this modelling problem. The basis for comparison was the one-time-step-ahead prediction error and the network size. This idea was reinforced by comparisons made ) over greater prediction horizons. This model is intended to be used in a greenhouse adaptive predictive hierarchical control scheme as shown in figure 1.
THE VALIDATION TESTS
Correlation-based model validity tests are methods that permit the detection of inadequacy of fitted models. In the case of NN modelling these inadequacies (Ljung, 1987) . These involve the computation of the cross-correlation function between the model error and the inputs, and the auto-correlation function of the error. It is known that these tests by themselves are insufficient as they are unable to cope with non-linear effects in the data. Billings and Voon (1986) and Billings and Zhu (1993) have shown that additional tests based on higher-order correlation functions using errors, inputs and outputs are necessary to detect non-linear effects in the prediction error. If the fitted model is adequate the following conditions should hold:
If the normalized correlation functions (1) lie within the 95% confidence bands at 1 96 N, N being the size of the data vectors, the model is considered adequate.
OVERVIEW OF RBFNS
A RBF NN consists of three fully connected layers. The first is the input layer connecting the source nodes to the hidden layer of the network, which is composed of a certain number of units, called neurons. The outputs of the hidden layer are then linearly combined by a set of parameters to produce the overall network response in the output layer. This way the network performs a mapping, f , from an input space, X d , to an output space, Y m . The hidden layer applies a non-linear transformation to the inputs generating an hidden space which in general has a higher dimension than X . Broomhead and Lowe (1988) proposed the RBF network which is described by the following equation: 
T as the linear weight vector, eq. (2) can be written in order to the weights in the following compact form,
where y is an N-by-1 vector of the desired target values and Φ is an N-by-n matrix whose elements ϕ j
are the values of the radial basis functions centred at 
Off-line training
In this approach the centre locations, the spreads of centers and the output linear weights are all determined under a supervised learning procedure based on unconstrained deterministic optimisation. Basically new parameter values are calculated in an iterated manner in order to minimise the cost function,
where t is the vector of target values and vector y is defined from eq. (2) as y
T . Eq. (5) can also be rewritten as:
The outputs of the network can be described by eq. (7), where the linear dependence of the network on the output weights and the dependence of O on v have been made explicit.
Eq. (6) now becomes:
The formulation presented so far involves all the network parameters in the optimisation procedure. As already mentioned the output weights can be optimally determined by the least squares (LS) solution. Substituting the target values vector, t, in eq. (7) 
This new training criterion does not depend on the linear parameters, u, and explicitly incorporates the finding that, whatever values the nonlinear parameters v take, the u parameters employed are the optimal ones. For non-linear LS problems the LM algorithm is recognised as the best method, as it exploits the sumof-the squares characteristic of the problem (Ruano et al., 1992) . Let Ω k denote the training criterion in iteration k. The optimisation procedure is iterated until a set of termination criteria is met (Gill et al., 1981) . Assume θ k is a measure of absolute accuracy, where τ f is a measure of the desired number of correct figures in the objective function:
The optimisation stops when all the following conditions are met:
g k is the gradient vector involved in the LM optimisation method.
On-line learning
The on-line learning algorithm considered comes from the LM method presented in the previous section and the reasoning behind its implementation follows. The LM optimisation method is iterated a certain number of times, at each time step k, over a subset Z M ¥ k¦ U § its statistical properties at k I 1 are essentially the same as in k, and its distribution on input space is representative of the process data to some extent. As a consequence, the point w in parameter space that minimises Ω at time k I 1 will be the same as in k with a slight correction. The choice of M is application and problem dependent and care should be taken with its choice in order to satisfy the assumptions made. A more detailed explanation and analysis of both the offline and on-line algorithms can be found in and Ferreira and Ruano (2000) .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The data set used in the experiments is composed of 4257 points acquired with a sample rate of 5 minutes. All DC terms were subtracted from the signals, which were then scaled to an amplitude one, Table 1 shows the values of the DC terms subtracted from the signals and the amplitude interval from which they were scaled. The prediction horizon considered is 24 time steps. For the off-line trained NNs the complete test data set will also be considered as a prediction horizon. The first 1000 points compose the training set and the rest is used for testing purposes. Over the prediction horizon the model predicted values are used for the inputs related with past values of the inside air temperature. The size of the networks was chosen as the best performing one from a previous comparison study ). 6 and 8 neurons are used for the on-line adapted and offline trained NNs, respectively. A value of τ f § 0 001 is employed for off-line trained NNs and τ f § 0 01 for on-line adapted ones, in the termination criteria (10). In the on-line case M takes the size of one day of data. The initial values for the centers of the RBF NNs are obtained by one iteration of the optimal adaptive k-means clustering algorithm (Chinrungrueng and Séquin, 1995) . The spreads of the Gaussian activation functions are determined as in Haykin (1998) . The initial linear weight vector for the LM minimising the new criterion is determined using the LS optimal values with a small perturbation. By the time the data was acquired the greenhouse environment was not controlled by any means. It should be noticed that when this happens the models of environmental quantities in the greenhouse will need to be revised in order to account for the control actions. For the present study it will be assumed that the relevant quantities for the model are those already mentioned as used in previous work. Table 2 presents the models that are analysed and the terms used as their inputs. Model M7 is included for comparison purposes. It has been used in previous studies and is referred in section 2. The addition or remotion of a term was based on the prediction error analysis and by visual inspection of the validation tests (1). SR o , H i , AT o and AT i stand for the outside solar radiation, inside relative humidity, outside air temperature and inside air temperature, respectively. k is the time instant. In the following, models will be referred to by the names in the first column of table 2. Table 3 presents the predictive error values obtained by the models in table 2. The value in the E t column on the first line for each model is the root mean square error (RMSE) of the one-step-ahead prediction obtained during training. For all points in the test data set one prediction horizon (24 points) was calculated and the RMSE over it was computed, resulting in a vector, E p . depict the correlation based tests. All these figures are organized by columns, each related to one model as indicated. The first figure presents the tests involving the error and output, the error sequence and its distribution. Subsequent figures present the tests relating the error, output and inputs. These are the outside solar radiation, inside relative humidity, outside air temperature and inside air temperature, respectively. Models M1 and M2 were used as starting models, compared in terms of error performance and validation tests. Looking at behaviour was verified when the term at τ § 21 for SR o was introduced in M5. From the tests and comparisons of M2, with M3 and M5, the two terms were included in M4. The resulting tests were more correct and the error performance was, overall, better. The test R e eu for AT o and R ee still presented violations around τ 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Analysing the results presented in the previous section it can be concluded that the correlation based validation tests were useful to strengthen the quality of the greenhouse inside air temperature predictive model. The procedure of iteratively inspecting the tests results, correcting the model structure and comparing the new error values, conducted to a better model in terms of error performance and more correct in terms of correlation tests. The comparison of this model with one used in previous work accounts in benefit of this technique: a more correct model of the same complexity was achieved, with better error performance in both off-line and on-line operation. As the model will be revised once the greenhouse becomes controlled, future work will focus on the selection of input variables from a set of candidate ones and on a means to predict the external perturbations and inside relative humidity.
